New Delhi, Delhi

International Institute of Health Management Research

IIHMR, Plot No 3, Haf Pocket, Sector 18A, Dwarka, Phase II, Near Sector 12 Metro Station, Kakrola, New Delhi- 110075, Delhi

Route Direction

From Palam Airport
From the round-about at Terminal 1D, take the first exit and move towards Palam road and pass hanuman Temple. Turn left onto MES water plant. Continue onto Dwarka flyover. Continue on to road no. 201 and pass by BP Petrol Pump. Turn left after Young Aheria apartments. Pass by Vishwa Bharti Public School. Continue straight and on road number 221 and pass by DD Sports complex. Take right from Sector 11 market. Pass by Venkateshwar International School. Take the next left and head towards the road with a slight curve. From the T – point, take left and IIHMR will be on the left.

From Sector 12 Metro Station:
Get out of the metro station and move towards Venkateshwar International School. Take the right and pass by Sachdeva School. Take a left towards Nagaland Police transit camp and head towards the road with a slight curve. From the T – point, take left and IIHMR will be on the left.